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Across
1. To bend into a wire
3. the nature of something's ingredients or 
constituents; the way in which a whole or 
mixture is made up
5. What is being dissolved
9. a mixture where the components that make 
up the mixture are uniformly distributed 
throughout the mixture.
10. mixture having a non-uniform composition. 
The composition varies from one region to 
another

11. turns to a gas
15. Anything that has volume and mass
22. The data structure that holds elements
25. A section on the table that mostly is made 
up of gasses

26. anything composed of a single type of 
material.
27. the degree of compactness of a substance
28. The section that is semiconductors
29. the basic unit of a chemical element.
31. the heat required to raise the temperature 
of the unit mass of a given substance by a given 
amount
32. Another name for the group number
Down
2. The point at it is ant the point of vapor
4. What is dissolving
6. are defined by the number of protons they 
possess.
7. a horizontal row of the periodic table.
8. a property or characteristic of a substance 
that is observed during a reaction

12. solid to a liquid
13. cold point
14. The point at which is changing a solid to a 
liquid
16. When it is change into a new substance
17. The vertical line on the periodic table
18. The amount of space being taken up
19. Two or more elements chemically combined
20. A section on the table that is shinny and 
conductive

21. a characteristic of matter that can be 
observed and measured without changing the 
chemical identity of the sample.
23. A heterogeneous mixture
24. When the appearance is changed
30. how much something weighs

Word Bank
physical change compound atom metal periodic table heterogeneous
density boiling point homogeneous specific heat element period
chemical property melting point mass volume pure substance chemical change
group solution nonmetals melting point valence electron boiling point
metalloid solute freezing point physical property solvent matter
ductility composition


